Name _____________________________

Independent and Subordinate Clauses

 Independent (main) clause – expresses a complete thought.
Sandy likes to read mysteries because she wants to be a detective.
 Subordinate (dependent) clause – doesn’t express a complete thought
and cannot stand alone as a sentence.
 Sandy likes to read mysteries because she wants to be a detective.

Directions: If the underlined part of the sentence is an independent clause,
write IND in the blank. If it is a subordinate clause, write SUB in the blank.
1. ___ Since you won’t give me a discount, I can’t afford to buy it.
2. ___ By the time you we get there, the show will already be started.
3. ___ Now that you have taken Spanish, you are ready for your trip to Mexico.
4. ___ You need to let me know whenever you are in town the next time.
5. ___ Although I didn’t think I would like it, I enjoyed reading Frankenstein.
6. ___ When I first heard that song, I knew it was going to a big hit.
7. ___ I am going to be finished eating by the time you get here.
8. ___ Whenever you play that song, it makes me want to dance.
9. ___ The women who quilted the award winning quilt donated it to charity.
10. ___ Although I am taking three history classes, I prefer math and science.
11. ___ Since you didn’t make a reservation, we can’t eat at my favorite restaurant.
12. ___ The red sequined dress that you borrowed for the dance is my favorite.
13. ___ You need to turn on the dishwasher after you finish cleaning the kitchen.
14. ___ After leaving the party, Joe and Bill decided to go out for pizza.
15. ___ When she entered the room, everyone stopped talking and watched her.
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